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University of Memphis
This meta-analysis compares effect size estimates from 51 randomized experiments to those from 47 nonrandomized experiments. These experiments were
drawn from published and unpublished studies of Scholastic Aptitude Test
coaching, ability grouping of students within classrooms, presurgical education
of patients to improve postsurgical outcome, and drug abuse prevention with
juveniles. The raw results suggest that the two kinds of experiments yield
very different answers. But when studies are equated for crucial features
(which is not always possible), nonrandomized experiments can yield a reasonably accurate effect size in comparison with randomized designs. Crucial
design features include the activity level of the intervention given the control
group, pretest effect size, selection and attrition levels, and the accuracy of
the effect-size estimation method. Implications of these results for the conduct
of meta-analysis and for the design of good nonrandomized experiments
are discussed.

Since Glass (1976) coined the term meta-analysis, hundreds of meta-analyses have been done
(Cooper & Lemke, 1991; Lipsey & Wilson, 1993).
Nearly all have focused on substantive issues such
as whether psychotherapy works. But a few metaanalyses have studied methodological issues, such
as experimenter expectancy effects (Rosenthal &
Rubin, 1978) or publication bias (Simes, 1987).
The present study is of this latter type, using metaanalysis to examine the defining feature of the
randomized experiment, random assignment to

conditions (Fisher, 1925). When certain assumptions are met (e.g., no treatment correlated attrition) and it is properly executed (e.g., assignment
is not overridden), random assignment allows unbiased estimates of treatment effects and justifies
the theory that leads to tests of significance. We
compare this experiment to a closely related quasiexperimental design—the nonequivalent control
group design—that is similar to the randomized
experiment except that units are not assigned to
conditions at random (Cook & Campbell, 1979).
Statistical theory is mostly silent about the statistical characteristics (bias, consistency, and efficiency) of this design.
However, meta-analysts have empirically compared the two designs. In meta-analysis, study outcomes are summarized with an effect size statistic
(Glass, 1976). In the present case, the standardized
mean difference statistic is relevant:
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d =where A/T is the mean of the experimental group,
Mc is the mean of the comparison group, and
SDP is the pooled standard deviation. This statistic
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allows the meta-analyst to combine study outcomes that are in disparate metrics into a single
metric for aggregation. Comparisons of effect sizes
from randomized and nonrandomized experiments have yielded inconsistent results (e.g.,
Becker, 1990; Colditz, Miller, & Mosteller, 1988;
Hazelrigg, Cooper, & Borduin, 1987; Shapiro &
Shapiro, 1983; Smith, Glass & Miller, 1980). A
recent summary of such work (Lipsey & Wilson,
1993) aggregated the results of 74 meta-analyses
that reported separate standardized mean difference statistics for randomized and nonrandomized
studies. Overall, the randomized studies yielded
an average standardized mean difference statistic
of d = 0.46 (SD = 0.28), trivially higher than the
nonrandomized studies d = 0.41 (SD = 0.36); that
is, the difference was near zero on the average
over these 74 meta-analyses. Lipsey and Wilson
(1993) concluded that "there is no strong pattern
or bias in the direction of the difference made by
lower quality methods. In a given treatment area,
poor design or low methodological quality may
result in a treatment estimate quite discrepant
from what a better quality design would yield, but
it is almost as likely to be an underestimate as an
overestimate" (p. 1193). However, we believe that
considerable ambiguity still remains about this
methodological issue.

Problems With Past Research
Careful Definition of Key Variables of
Interest
Most meta-analyses have examined assignment
method differences in studies primarily devoted
to substantive questions. As a result, they have
often not carefully defined the independent variable (assignment method) and dependent variable
(effect size) in the assignment method question.
For example, they may report a difference between a set of categories different from randomized and nonrandomized experiments; so Becker
(1990) included both nonequivalent control group
designs and uncontrolled studies in her nonrandomized group. Other meta-analysts may have
coded studies into these categories incorrectly, as
did one meta-analyst who confused random sampling with random assignment. Other problems
arise with the dependent variable—effect size. For
example, when studies report results only as nonsignificant, the meta-analyst may estimate effect
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size as zero. If such decisions are differentially
distributed across random and nonrandomized experiments—as they might be if, for example, randomized experiments are more likely to be published—differences in average effect size might be
created or reduced as a result.
What Should Count as a Randomized or
Nonrandomized Experiment?
Methods textbooks (e.g., Cook & Campbell,
1979) emphasize that randomized experiments
may yield biased estimates if differential attrition
occurs; similarly, matching on reliable covariates
may aid nonrandomized experiments (Holland,
1986; Rubin, 1974). If so, then comparisons between randomized and nonrandomized experiments should consider both assignment method
and these other variables. Hence, while we first
examine differences between random and nonrandom assignment, we focus the rest of this article on
more practically interpretable comparisons. This
reframes the question from "Are there differences
between randomized and nonrandomized experiments?" to "Under what conditions do the results
of nonrandomized experiments do a better or
worse job of approximating the results from randomized experiments?"
Effect Size Variance
Past meta-analyses focused on mean differences
between randomized and nonrandomized studies;
but Hedges (1983) provided tentative evidence in
a small sample that such studies might differ in
variability. Hedges (1983) explained that "preexisting differences between groups are not controlled in the quasi experiments. If the studies that
did not have random assignment exhibited a distribution of real preexisting differences, then these
differences would also be reflected in the distribution of (posttest) effect-size estimates" (p. 393).
This issue has not been examined in other metaanalyses, despite its importance for statistical
power. We examine it here.
Variables Confounded With Results Over
Areas
Even though the average difference between
randomized and nonrandomized experiments may
be zero (Lipsey & Wilson, 1993), such differences
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may vary greatly over area, sometimes being positive and sometimes negative. One reason may be
that variables such as matching, attrition, and selection may covary with assignment mechanism
differently over areas. For instance, in some areas
matching may be common in randomized experiments, but it may be more common in nonrandomized experiments in other areas. It is crucial to
take such covariates into account before drawing a
conclusion about differences between randomized
and nonrandomized experiments. We include two
kinds of these covariates: (a) those that are intimately tied to experimental design such as differential attrition, matching, the kind of control group
used, and the similarity of the comparison group
to the treatment group, and (b) other variables
that past meta-analyses suggest may strongly influence effect size such as publication status or
various measurement characteristics.

Method
Sample
The present study drew from four past metaanalyses that contained both random and nonrandomized experiments on juvenile drug use prevention programs (Tobler, 1986), psychosocial interventions for postsurgery outcomes (Devine, 1992),
coaching for Scholastic Aptitude Test performance (Becker, 1990), and ability grouping of pupils in secondary school classes (Slavin, 1990).
These four areas were selected deliberately to reflect different kinds of interventions and substantive topics. Although Lipsey and Wilson's (1993)
article had not appeared at the time this selection
was made, these four meta-analyses reflect the
kinds of substantive topics in their larger sample.
Specifically, 290 of the 302 meta-analyses in their
sample examined health, mental health, or education—exactly the areas examined in the four metaanalyses in the present study (the remaining 12
meta-analyses in their sample examined worksite
and organizational interventions). All four metaanalyses also included many unpublished manuscripts, allowing us to examine publication bias
effects. In this regard, a practical reason for choosing these four was that previous contacts with three
of the four authors of these meta-analyses suggested that they would be willing to provide us
with these unpublished documents. These metaanalyses also reported variable results comparing

randomized experiments with nonrandomized experiments. Our target was to include about 100
primary studies in the present meta-analysis,
more than is included in the vast majority of
past meta-analyses (Lipsey & Wilson, 1993) and
large enough to allow some modeling of the
effects of the variables of interest in this study
using regression. From each of these four metaanalyses, we selected randomized and nonrandomized experiments, including dissertations and
other unpublished manuscripts, using the following criteria:
1. To maximize effect size, we looked for studies
that compared treatments with control conditions
rather than with other treatments and that did
so at posttest rather than at follow-up. Control
conditions included no treatment, wait list, placebo, and treatment as usual. An example of the
latter is a study of the effects of presurgical patient
education on postsurgical outcome; the comparison condition included everything that is normally
done to patients prior to surgery, probably including some education conveyed through the physician or nurse or through the informed consent
form.
2. We excluded studies that did not report the
statistics required to compute an effect size using
a standard formula. We included the several ways
of computing a standardized mean difference statistic from mean and standard deviations, from
raw data, or from a one-way two-group F test or
t test. We sometimes estimated the standardized
mean difference statistic from other data such as
means and a three-group F test or repeated measures F test, if those formulae seemed likely to
approximate effect size well (Smith et al., 1980,
Appendix 7). However, we coded these separately
for later comparison to the exact methods. We
excluded effect sizes reported only as significant or
nonsignificant, those codable only from an inexact
probability level (e.g., p < .05 or p > .05), and
other estimates that seemed likely to yield quite
different answers from the standardized mean difference statistic on posttest means (e.g., estimating
effect size from two within-group t tests). We excluded dichotomous outcomes, which should be
coded by odds ratios (Shadish & Haddock, 1994),
because we could not convert odds ratios to d
(Hasselblad & Hedges, 1995, have now published
a formula for doing so).
3. We excluded studies in which subject assign-
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Table 1
Number of Studies From Four Meta-Analyses
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Random experiments

Nonrandom experiments

Meta-analysis

Published

Unpublished

Published

Unpublished

Total

Becker (1990): SAT coaching
Slavin (1990): ability grouping
Devine (1992): presurgical intervention
Tobler (1986): drug-use prevention
Total

2
0
18
10
30

5
5
9
2
21

3
4
9
13
29

4
5
5
4
18

14
14
41
29
98

Note. SAT = Scholastic Aptitude Test.

ment method was not clear or in which the author
wrote contradictory things about assignment.
4. We excluded studies using haphazard assignment, such as alternating assignment of subjects
to conditions. Such assignment is not formally random but also not obviously biased; and there are
too few such studies to examine as a separate category. However, this criterion does not imply that
systematic bias will be present in the nonrandomized experiments we did include. It is an empirical
question whether other nonrandom selection
mechanisms will result in a systematic bias to
outcome.
This procedure yielded 98 studies for inclusion,
51 random and 47 nonrandom. These studies allowed computation of 733 effect sizes, which we
aggregated to 98 study-level effect sizes. Table 1
describes the number of studies in more detail.
Retrieving equal numbers of published and unpublished studies in each cell of Table 1 proved
impossible. Selection criteria resulted in elimination of 103 studies, of which 40 did not provide
enough statistics to calculate at least one good
effect size;1 19 reported data only for significant
effects but not for nonsignificant ones; 15 did not
describe assignment method adequately; 11 reported only dichotomous outcome measures; 9
used haphazard assignment; 5 had no control
group; and 4 were eliminated for other reasons
(extremely implausible data, no posttest reported,
severe unit of analysis problem, or failure to report
any empirical results). There is no way to tell how
many eliminated studies contributed to random
and nonrandom contrasts conducted by past authors. However, given that (a) we eliminated over
half the available studies and (b) most meta-analyses report the random and nonrandom contrast

for all or nearly all studies in their sample, probably the vast majority of these eliminated studies
were used in the past estimates.
Variables Coded
In addition to effect size and substantive area,
we coded two sets of variables. The first set (italicized in what follows) are important design variables. First, assignment method (random or not)
is coded. Second, although the mere presence of
a pretest should not affect study outcome, pretest
effect size may influence study outcome. Third,
some studies use matching (blocking) or stratifying
of subjects at pretest. These terms are not used
consistently in the literature (Fleiss, 1986; Keppel,
1991; Kirk, 1982). We used blocking and matching
interchangably to refer cases in which the number
of units in the block is equal to the number of
conditions in the experiment; an example would
be rank-ordering subjects on weight at pretest in
an experiment with two conditions and then assigning the 2 subjects with the highest weights randomly to condition, and the same with each subsequent pair. With stratifying, the number of units
in the strata exceeds the number of conditions, as
when subjects are stratified by gender and then
randomly assigned to conditions separately from
within strata. However, we collapsed these distinctions into one category because of small cell sizes
when they were coded separately. Fourth, we
coded total attrition and differential attrition sepa1
One randomized drug-use prevention experiment
(Rabinowitz & Zimmerli, 1974) initially included in this
meta-analysis was later excluded after it was found to
fail this effect-size computation criterion.
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rately for the pair of conditions involved in each
effect size. The former is defined as the number
dropping out of both conditions divided by the
total number assigned to both conditions; the latter computes this separately for each condition,
and then differences those rates over conditions.
Fifth, we coded activity in the control group, with
passive controls being no treatment and wait list,
and active controls being placebo and treatment
as usual; passive controls may yield larger effects.
Sixth, we coded whether the control was internal
or external, the former being drawn from the same
population as treatment group subjects (e.g., children from the same school) and the latter from a
patently different population (e.g., children in a
different city). Randomized controls are always
internal, so nonrandomized internal controls
might yield results more similar to those from randomized controls. Finally, we coded self-selection
versus other-selection of subjects to conditions,
with randomized experiments always being
other selection.
The second category of variables are those that
past meta-analyses suggest may predict effect size.
First, coding publication status allows assessment
of publication biases. Second, we coded whether
treatment standardization occurred; some research
indicates standardized treatments may yield larger
effects (e.g., Shadish & Sweeney, 1991). Third, we
coded mode of assessment (self-report or not) for
each measure, and its specificity (tailored to treatment or not), features that may increase effect size
(Smith et al., 1980; Shadish & Sweeney, 1991).
Fourth, we coded whether an exact or inexact effect
size estimate was used. Fifth, we coded sample
size. Even though we use weighted least squares
statistics in which the weight is a function of sample
size, sample size itself could still be a significant
predictor.
Reliability
We developed a coding manual for all these
variables (available on request) and trained to
meet reliability criteria on it. Interrater reliability
was assessed by having both authors code all information and one effect size from each of 30 studies.
Reliability for continuous variables was assessed
by a correlation and for categorical variables by
kappa. For continuous variables, reliability was
excellent, ranging from .98 to 1.00. On the basis

of Fleiss's (1981) criteria, 25 categorical variables
had excellent reliability (all greater than .76), and
2 had acceptable reliability (.45 and .63).
Analyses
Analyses followed Hedges and Olkin (1985).
All standardized mean difference statistics were
corrected for small sample bias. Study level effect
sizes were weighted by the inverse of their sampling variability in all analyses. In categorical and
regression analyses the appropriate test of significance is a Q statistic distributed as chi-square.
Variance component estimates were computed as
between-studies variation, a function of total variation minus sampling error.
Results
First, we report several simple comparisons of
randomized and nonrandomized experiments.
Second, we report a regression analysis that adjusts for variables confounded with assignment
method. Finally, we project effect size if both randomized and nonrandomized experiments were
equally well designed and implemented.
Simple Categorical Analyses
Table 2 shows that over all 98 studies, experiments in which subjects were randomly assigned to
conditions yielded significantly larger effect sizes
than did experiments in which random assignment
did not take place (Q = 82.09, df=l,p< .0001).
Within area, randomized experiments yielded significantly more positive effect sizes for ability
grouping (Q = 4.76, df = 1, p = .029) and for
drug-use prevention studies (Q = 15.67, df = 1,
p = .000075) but not for SAT coaching (Q =
.02, df = I , p = .89) and presurgical intervention
studies (Q = .17, df=\,p = .68). This yielded a
borderline interaction between assignment mechanism and substantive area (Q = 5.93, df = 3,
p = .12). We include this interaction in subsequent
regressions because power to detect interactions
is smaller than power to detect main effects and
because such an interaction is conceptually the
same as Lipsey and Wilson's (1993) finding that
assignment method differences may vary considerably over substantive areas. Finally, as Hedges
(1983) predicted, the variance component for nonrandomized experiments was twice as large as the
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Table 2
Differences Between AH Randomized and Nonrandomized Experiments
Randomized experiments
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Sample
Over
Area
Area
Area
Area

all studies
1: SAT coaching
2: ability grouping
3: presurgical intervention
4: drug-use prevention

Nonrandomized experiments

No. of
studies

Average
effect size

Variance
component

No. of
studies

Average
effect size

Variance
component

51

0.28*
0.36*
-0.02
0.27*
0.30*

0.06*
0.13*
0.02*
0.05*
0.05*

47

0.03
0.37*
-0.23*
0.24*
0.15*

0.12*
0.14*
0.05*
0.04*
0.10*

7
5
27
12

7
9
14
17

Note. SAT = Scholastic Aptitude Test.
*p < .05.

variance component for randomized experiments
in the overall sample. Within areas, variance components were equal in two areas but larger for
nonrandomized experiments in two others. Hence
nonrandom assignment may result in unusually
disparate effect size estimates, creating different
means and variances.
To judge from these results, one might conclude
that nonrandomized experiments yield poor estimates of treatment effectiveness in some areas.
But the data in Table 2 are not the best test of
this hypothesis. In fact, they may not even be a
good test, despite the fact that they are the test
most often used in past meta-analyses. The data in
Table 2 are confounded with many other variables
that influence effect size. For example, many methods textbooks might suggest that a more appropriate comparison is between randomized experiments that had no differential attrition from
conditions and nonrandomized experiments that
used matching of groups and had no differential
attrition. Table 3 reports such a comparison, which
did not change results substantially. The problem
with Table 3 is that the practice of experimentation
typically involves many design features that are
often used differently in different substantive
areas or are confounded differentially with the use
of random assignment across and within areas.
Table 4 gives one good example, in which effect
sizes for randomized and nonrandomized experiments are broken down within area according to
whether an active control (placebo or treatment
as usual) or passive control (no treatment or wait
list) was used. Note that passive controls yielded
larger effects than did active controls, not surpris-

ing because giving control participants no active
intervention should result in a treatment-control
discrepancy larger than that when controls received some active intervention. More important,
the use of these controls is differentially confounded with area. For instance, the SAT coaching
studies all used passive controls, but the ability
grouping studies all used active controls. Even
within areas these controls were used differentially. Active controls were used more often in
randomized experiments for presurgical interventions but were used more often in nonrandomized
experiments for drug-use prevention studies. With
all this confounding, it is no wonder Tables 2
and 3 did not yield very clear answers. More
variables must be cross-tabulated against assignment method and area to explore such confounds.
Problematically, there is a limit to the number
of variables that can be cross-tabulated, for the
size of the table proliferates beyond practicality
and contains empty cells. A more efficient
method is regression.
Regression Models
A baseline is the initial regression predicting
effect size from assignment method, area, and
their interaction. Two of the three effects were
significant along with the overall equation itself
(R = .66, Q = 322.44, df=l,p< .00001). The
area effect significance test was Q = 159.54
(df = 3, p < .00000), and for assignment was
Q = 21.92 (df = \, p < .00000). The raw
regression weight for assignment method was
b = .33 (SE = .037). The interaction term—a
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Table 3
Differences Between Practically Interpretable Randomized and Nonrandomized
Randomized experiments with no
differential attrition
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Sample
Over
Area
Area
Area
Area

all studies
1: SAT coaching
2: ability grouping
3: presurgical intervention
4: drug-use prevention

Experiments
Nonrandomized experiments that
used matching with no differential
attrition

No. of
studies

Average
effect size

Variance
component

No. of
studies

Average
effect size

Variance
component

25
1
2
17
5

0.29*
0.54*
-0.23
0.30*
0.53*

0.09*
—
0.03
0.09*
0.04*

7
3
3
1
0

-0.16
0.25
-0.49*
1.22
—

0.52*
0.32*
0.18
—
—

Note. SAT = Scholastic Aptitude Test.
* p < .05.

measure of the extent to which the difference
between randomized and nonrandomized experiments varies over substantive area—contributed
Q = 5.93 points to the overall regression chisquare, nonsignificant (p = .12) at 3 degrees
of freedom. The model specification test was
significant (Q = 421.06, df = 90, p < .0001),
with a Birge ratio of RB = 4.68, so that these
effect sizes have over four times more betweenstudies variation than might be expected given
the within-study sampling error (Hedges, 1994).

We then added the first and second sets of
predictor variables, significantly improving model
fit to R = .80 (Q = 474.60, df = 20, p < .00001);
regression coefficients are reported in Table 5.
Effect size was higher with low differential and
total attrition, with passive controls, with higher
pretest effect sizes, when the selection mechanism
did not involve self-selection of subjects into
treatment, and with exact effect size computation
measures. In Table 5, the interaction term and
the main effect for assignment were nonsignifi-

Table 4
Differences Between Randomized and Nonrandomized Experiments Taking Activity of Control Group Into
Account
Nonrandom experiments

Random experiments
Sample
Area 1: SAT coaching
Passive controls
Active controls
Area 2: ability grouping
Passive controls
Active controls
Area 3: presurgical intervention
Passive controls
Active controls
Area 4: drug-use prevention
Passive controls
Active controls
Note. SAT = Scholastic Aptitude Test.
* p < .05.

No. of
studies

7
0
0
5

Average
effect size

0.36*

-0.02

Variance
component

No. of
studies

0.13*

7
0

Average
effect size

Variance
component

0.37*

0.14*

0.02*

0
9

-0.23*

0.05*

13
15

0.29*
0.25*

0.03*
0.07*

9
5

0.50*
0.10

0.02*
0.00

11
1

0.30*
0.00

0.04*

12
5

0.22*
-0.14*

0.05*
0.20*
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Table 5
Regression Statistics for Final Equation
Variable

statistic3

Q

Raw regression
coefficient

Standard
error

Self- vs. other-report
Percentage differential attrition
Specific vs. general measure
Published vs. unpublished
Passive vs. active control group
Exact vs. approximate effect size
Sample size
Pretest effect size
Random vs. nonrandom assignment
Standardized treatment vs. not
Self- vs. other-selection into conditions
Use of matching-stratifying or not
Percentage total attrition
Internal vs. external control group
Main effect for area
Area x Assignment interaction

2.91
11.59
0.80
1.68
45.33
13.33
0.07
46.72
2.80
1.92
6.53
1.24
4.02
0.00
24.60
3.84

0.093
-1.056*
0.061
-0.062
0.332*
0.235*
0.000h
1.140*
0.082
0.054
-0.126*
0.059
-0.282*
-0.001

.054
.310
.069
.048
.049
.064
.000b
.167
.049
.039
.049
.053
.141
.043

c

c

c

c

" Tested against chi-square at 1 degree of freedom except for the main effect for area and for
the Area x Assignment interaction, which are tested at 3 degrees of freedom. b Regression
coefficient was a nonsignificant 2.38 x 1CT6; standard error was 1.68 x 10''.' No single regression
coefficient is available because these two effects are each tested by entering a set of three
dummy variables.
*p< .05.

cant; the main effect for area remained significant.
The model specification test was still rejected
(Q = 268.90, df = 77, p < .00001), with a Birge
ratio of RB = 3.49.
Various explorations of outliers, interactions,
and effect size transformation yielded four robust
regression findings. First, the interaction between
area and assignment mechanism was never significant. Second, the main effect for assignment
method hovered around the .05 significance level,
with an unstandardized regression weight that
suggested that random assignment adds between
0.05 and 0.10 to the standardized mean difference
statistics that would occur in a nonrandomized
experiment. When we take confidence intervals
into account, the true effect in Table 5 may
range from a high of 0.176 to a low of -0.016.
Third, the area main effect was usually significant.
Fourth, of the remaining predictors, the ones
that were always significant were higher pretest
effect size and the use of passive control groups,
both of which increased effect size.

Projecting the Results of an Ideal
Comparison
Given these findings, one might ask what an
ideal comparison between randomized and nonrandomized experiments would yield. We simulate
such a comparison in Table 6 using the results
in Table 5, projecting effect sizes using predictor

Table 6
Projection of Difference Between Hypothetically
Equated Randomized and Nonrandomized
Experiments
Sample

Randomized
experiment

Nonrandomized
experiment

SAT coaching
Ability grouping
Presurgical education
Drug use

0.90
0.98
1.20
0.95

1.01
0.97
1.15
0.86

Note.

SAT = Scholastic Aptitude Test.
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values that equate studies at an ideal or a reasonable level. The projections in Table 6 assume that
both randomized and nonrandomized experiments used passive control groups, internal control
groups, and matching; allowed exact computation
of d; had no attrition; standardized treatments;
were published; had pretest effect sizes of zero;
used N = 1,000 subjects per study; did not allow
self-selection of subjects into conditions; and used
outcomes based on self-reports and specifically
tailored to treatment. Area effects and interaction
effects between area and assignment were included in the projection. Note that the overall difference among the eight cell means has diminished
dramatically in comparison with Table 2. In Table
2, the lowest cell mean was -0.23 and the highest
was 0.37, for a range of 0.60. The range in Table
6 is only half as large (0.34). The same conclusion
is true for the range within each area. In Table
2 that range was 0.01 for the smallest difference
between randomized and nonrandomized experiments (SAT coaching) to 0.21 for the largest difference (drug-use prevention). In Table 6, the range
was 0.11 (SAT coaching), 0.01 (ability grouping),
0.05 (presurgical interventions), and 0.09 (druguse prevention). Put a bit more simply, nonrandomized experiments are more like randomized
experiments if one takes confounds into account.

Discussion
Table 6 suggests that if randomized and nonrandomized experiments were equally well designed
and executed, they would yield roughly the same
effect size. These results are supportive of the theory of quasi-experimentation (Cook & Campbell,
1979), which until now has emphasized the conceptual logic of quasi-experimental design more than
empirical demonstrations that the designs give
trustworthy answers. However, we have good reason to think that, in practice, randomized and nonrandomized designs are not equally well designed
and executed. Indeed, in many cases it will be very
difficult to do so. If so, do the present results have
any implications for practice? We think so.
Practice of Field Research
Four of the six significant predictors in Table
5 (pretest effect size levels, total and differential
attrition, and self- vs. other-selection) suggest two
ways to improve the design and conduct of some

quasi-experiments. First, when possible, do not let
participants in quasi-experiments select into or out
of conditions. The more they self-select, the more
biased will be the results. At the start of quasiexperiments, avoid as much self-selection of participants into conditions as possible. When this is
not feasible, the focus should be on minimizing
self-selection differences between conditions, for
example, by selecting a control group from those
who applied for treatment too late to be included.
Minimizing self-selection will be feasible in other
cases when participants do not self-select into
treatment (e.g., students rarely self-select into
classrooms) or the researcher partly controls final
selection into conditions (e.g., selecting matched
controls from a presumably similar population).
Such designs are preferred. Researchers should
also follow standard advice for minimizing attrition (e.g., Capaldi & Patterson, 1987; Cohen et
al., 1993). When none of this is feasible, and selfselection and attrition are prominent, we should
not expect to obtain a good estimate of effect.
Second, big differences between groups on the
outcome variable at pretest will lead to big differences on that variable at posttest. So researchers
should minimize pretest differences when possible
using techniques such as matching on reliable covariates (Cook & Campbell, 1979) or on propensity
scores (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1985). Researchers
should also consider adjusting posttest scores for
pretest differences during analysis. Of course, to do
these things one must have a pretest on the outcome
variable or on some proxy variable correlated with
it. So include such pretests when possible.
A fifth significant predictor in Table 5, use of active rather passive control group, does not suggest
normative advice. In our data, quasi-experiments
with passive controls more closely resembled randomized experiments. But that is just a description
that does not lead to a prescription. Unlike attrition
or pretest differences, which are strongly suspected
to lead to bias on theoretical grounds, there is nothing inherently biased or unbiased about the activity
level of a control group. Use of either control is appropriate for both randomized and nonrandomized
experiments. The choice should reflect the substantive question of interest.
Practice of Meta-Analysis
This study also has two implications for the practice of meta-analysis. First, ignoring the difference
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between assignment methods is a bad idea. To
judge from Lipsey and Wilson (1993), most metaanalyses ignore this difference. Table 2 shows the
potentially harmful effects of doing so; the unadjusted mean effect size estimates can differ over
assignment method, as can the variances, so the
results may be biased and less powerful. Metaanalysts should compare results from the two designs and not combine effect sizes over those two
designs if results are significantly different.
Second, when differences between randomized
and nonrandomized experiments occur, the metaanalyst must decide how to proceed. One option
is to omit the nonrandomized experiments, especially if few of them are available. However, we
prefer that meta-analysts explore the sources of
assignment method differences and adjustments
for the bias. For example, most meta-analysts do
not code pretest effect size estimates. But the unstandardized regression weight for pretest effect
size was around 1.0 in the present study, so that
whatever differences one has at pretest will be
reflected at posttest, plus treatment effects. One
might explore several adjustments. The simplest
is to subtract pretest effect size from posttest effect
size (Wortman, 1992). Or one could include pretest effect size as a covariate in regression. Problematically, many studies do not report pretest
data. With the subtraction method, this implies
that some estimates will be adjusted for pretest
data and some will not. With regression, imputation of missing pretest data might be necessary
(Rubin, 1987) to ensure that the correlation matrix
is positive definite. Similar explorations could be
done for other significant predictors in Table 5 as
well. Of course, given the preliminary nature of the
present study, we canot be sure which predictors
should be included in such adjustments. We can
be sure only that an adjustment will often be warranted.
Table 5 lists another significant predictor, that
effect sizes were higher when the exact standardized mean difference statistic could be computed
than when some approximation was used (see also
Ray, 1994). Indeed, this predictor is noteworthy
because a criterion for selection of studies into the
present research concerned effect-size computation method. The range of methods we used was
narrow, which should have reduced the likelihood
of finding a computation method effect. Of course,
the ideal solution would be for authors of primary
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studies to report enough statistics to allow computation of d. But even if reporting is improved, some
cases will have to rely on approximations, if for
no other reason than to deal with the backlog of
existing reports. Two prominent myths in metaanalysis appear to be that the bulk of approximate
methods are captured by Smith et al.'s (1980) appendix of methods and that the accuracy of approximate methods is not much cause for concern.
To the contrary, as meta-analysis has proliferated,
our experience is that seemingly minor adaptations of standard methods can yield very different
results, that many more methods are invented by
hard-pressed meta-analytic practitioners than are
subject to critical peer scrutiny, and that the statistical properties of these methods are largely unknown. The gap between meta-analytic practitioners and statisticians on this problem is
suprising, with the former frequently searching for
good information about accurate effect-size estimation methods and with the latter viewing the
matter as mundane. The gap needs to be closed.
Caveats to Present Results
Generalization Question. This meta-analysis
used the d statistic in its analysis, but primary experiments often use more complex analyses that
take pretest scores into account, such as covariance
or gain score analyses. So we do not know whether
our results on d statistics, which are generally unadjusted for pretest scores, would generalize to
results from these more complex analyses. For example, differences between randomized and nonrandomized experiments found in Table 2 might
disappear if one used covariance-adjusted statistics instead of d. However, the results in Table 6
indirectly suggest that statistics that take pretests
into account should help nonrandomized studies
come closer to the answer provided by randomized
studies; that is, our results should generalize. But
this suggestion is only indirect because Table 6 is
based on between-studies adjustments for pretest
differences, whereas primary researchers use
within-study adjustments for pretest differences
across subjects. The distinction is important because work in multilevel models (of which metaanalysis is a special case) suggests that the strength
and occasionally direction of a regression coefficient can change when going from the within-study
level to the between-studies level (Raudenbush &
Willms, 1991).
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Model Specification Tests. The regression reported in Table 5 did not account for all the predictable variance in effect size estimates, so the
resulting regression coefficients may not be accurate. Optimistically, numerous explorations of
these data did not change the interpretation of
key coefficients. Ultimately, the stability of these
coefficients with additional predictors is an empirical question. The addition of substantive variables
(e.g., type of treatment and subject characteristics)
could help account for variance. After all, we usually hope that most variance is due to such substantive variables and that variance due to methodological sources is small. Hence it is sobering that
a model consisting entirely of method variables
would account for so much variance in the present
study, not that it would account for so little. Substantive experts could also help with area-specific
methodological codes, such as codes about prototypical selection biases in each area. An example
is a recent meta-analysis of neonatal survival
among at-risk infants born in or out of a neonatal
care unit (Ozminkowski, Wortman, & Roloff,
1988). These studies are all nonrandomized for
ethical reasons. The substantive experts knew that
birthweight was an important selection variable,
and the methodologist knew how selection biases
might be manifested differently over studies. Together, they created a selection bias factor for adjusting the results to better approximate what
might happen in randomized experiments.

Conclusion
Methodologists often write as if their topic is
only theoretical, not subject to empirical study.
Statisticians sometimes study methods using
Monte Carlo techniques, but they have less direct
relationship to actual research practice. More general empirical inquiries are needed. We hope this
article helps illustrate how important and productive it can be to use meta-analysis to do so, but we
can also use surveys and interviews (e.g., Dennis,
1988), experiments (e.g., Braverman, 1988), secondary analyses of existing data (e.g., Bowering,
1984), and case studies (e.g., Cook & Walberg,
1985). Elsewhere, we labeled such work the empirical program of methodology (Shadish & Heinsman, in press). We hope such work can breathe
new life into methodology as a specialty distinct
from statistics.
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